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3.3 In comparison with steel,  reinforced  plastics materials have low elasticity. 
Their elongation at  bruak  1:.   in the  order of 2''   comparée1  vlch mild  steel which 
is the range  of 35-407. 

Paradoxically,  plastic materials  are not  plastic.    They nie clastic  almost until 
t.;«*k and their deformation range   is very low.     This,  brlttleness    has a negative 
influence on  the ciwclty  to absorbe ai.ri.-gy."    Stress  concentrations  cannot J«ì 
countrebalanced by  local .derornations o erstressing  leads  M crushing and to 
visible detercoration3 of  tue ¡.LìUCLUIC 

3.4 The  linear coefficient of elongation  is fi  to 10 times higher than that of 
steel.     This  raises  problems  in jointinp between elements. 

3.5 Another problem associated with the use of plastics ce which no concrete 
answer has yet been  achieved,  is  fire resistance. 

4.      Achievements  in the Construction of Malls  for InauU.ttng Buildings 

For the exterior surfaces of the panels reinforced fibre pjass plyesters or PVC 
sheets are generally used,   together with other materials of a  traditional source 
as concrete,  asboconcrete steel,  aluminum, splinter-proof glass, stone and  for 
the exterior surfaces gyosum may be applied. 

The interior of the panels functioning is re thermo-insulating layer, i3 made 
from plastics foam. Rigid pnlyure thane foams, cellular nolystyrenc, expanded 
PVC end phenolic foams are the most commonly used materials. 

The commonly used panels are baBed on aluminium frame structure in USA, wooden 
structures in France and USSR, on  steel   in West Germany .md of various synthetic 
materials In  the United Kingdom.     These wall panels weighing between 10 and  50 
Kg/m2   („s compared  to 2"> cm. brick wall  that in weighing 500 Kg/m¿)  are in genaral 
based on 3 m length  sections and  prerent outstanding neat insulating qualities. 

For panels manufactured on a commercial  scale,   the nroper selection of the 
adhesive is  important, particularly fcr panels  in which  the thermal  insulator .hits 
no adhesive  properties, as  In the  caseifici) <.::pandad poiyurethnne foams.    For 
polyester heat insulating panels,  PVC (   ,8), epoxide resit   (*>)  type adhesivas 
with or without some  screws   To4   >trcr.b-- <-i)l«£ «--»•* .\'.v lyal-.c 

Some recent developments in this  field have been achieved by  the Shell group. 
They developed a scries of isocyanaces ancier tna trade names   'Curadate" and   . 
"Carodol" which permit the  formation of a foam with variable density through the 
section.    These products, developed initiallv for the   furniture industry are 
very light (50 Kg/m3) and present adequate chtn^cal strength  (1°,ll). 

In 1967 in London a 21-story building was made from sandwich type panels.    The 
panels extremely light (about 10-12'Kg/m2) were installed six at a time and the 
building was entirely completed in 40 weeks (12). 

5.      Plastics In Construction in Romania 

In 1970, INCERC developed a prototype unit for raanufaccuring polymathylmetha^xylate 
domes, and In 1969  the industrial production of sandwich panels with asbestos 
cement and polyptyrene cores, having the* trade name "A^bopen" started up.    In 
1971, at the enterprise Is.olatonil  in Pucharest, the production of reinforced 
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glass fibre polyester elements - snatlal cabins  for bathrooms  ind corrupated 
sheets commenced. 

The Izolatonil  enterprise in collaboration with INCERC,  undertook i number of 
studies with a view to manufacturing  reinforced   fibre glass polyester casings 
and developing  projects for various  small constructions   (booths  for cooling 
drinks,  small  houses  for camping and motels,  etc.). 

6.      The Manufacturing* Programme  for Plastic Houses 

Currently efforts are being made in order  to establish methods  of construction 
which should provide applications from standard elements,  manufactured  from 
pynthetic plastics materials.    Through periodic meetings,  symposia and exhibi- 
tions It  is hoped to extend   international  cooperation with a view to solving 
these problems by joint efforts. 

Nowadays  it can be stated that polymer tyne c^unlex elements have by far 
exceeded  the most optimistic prognosis. 

If In 1947 the  first corrupnted sheets of glass fibre reinforced polyesters were 
manufactured,  7 years  later at the House-Keening Art Salon in  Paris <it>55>  the 
first extensible house, completely made out of plastic and a »mall camping 
construction were presented.    Currently more than 70 tyne s of such cons true Cloni 
are known, some of which have been in use for more than  12-13 years. 

The Industrial  Technology Division of UNIDO within the research programme la 
examining the way In which plastics;  the non-traditional building material; 
may influence  the development of pre-fabricated elements  in the future, namely 
mass production of low cost plastics houses. 

This problem especially refers to the way In which the application of plastics 
in construction may assist the developing countries in solving their housing 
problems. 

Efforts have been made In all countries to find solutions. 

Considering the advantages off erred by the plastics materials  in the field 
discussed and  the unknown factors that are to be solved,  It is necessary to 
establish a general research programmed where individual efforts of many countries 
are being coodinated.    In order to solve this major problems of world-wide 
magnitude, especially In the developing countries, the construction of low price 
houses, at an adequate rate to meet the present and future requirements is vital. 
Recently,  following the agreement concluded between the Secretariat of 1JNIDO 
and the Romanian Government,  the joint UNIDO/Romania Centre was established for 
International cooperation in the field of chemical and petrochemical industries 
for the benefit of developing countries. 

Within the work programmes for 1973-1974,  the Committee of the Joint UNIDO/ 
Romania Centre at their first session (Bucharest 16-20 October 1972) stated that 
among the activities that are to be fulfilled within these programmes, a ni lot 
project for the production of low cost plastic houses,  is to he c?rried out. 
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Some multinational companled have expressed their interest to collaborile under 
the aegis of UNinO. 

Por the Implementation of this project the following stages are proposed. 

1. Preparation of a feasibility stuuy. 

2. Construction of a pilot plant  for the Production of 10 houses per day. | 
    •     Í 

3. To set up an experimental village of 100 houses for studying and developing        1 

prototype«. 

4. Locating experimental houses in different geographical and climatic environ- 
ments to asses« durability. 

5. Production of plastics houses on commercial scale for developing countries. 

It Is foreseen that such a nlastlc house ëf S*2 ani weighting 1.3 tone, would 
cost 500 U.S. dollars. 

The problems to be eolved within this project are the following 

a. StandardieatIon of prefabricated elements. 

b. Establishing a system for preaasembllng prefabricated elements. 

c. Analysis of the behaviour In time of plasties houses for different climatic 
areas. 

d. Solving to the problème of fire resistance. 

Naturally, only seme of the problems to he solved are mentioned la this paper. 
undoubtedly other proeles* will arise in implementing this programme. 

We are of the opinion the best chance to solve these problems Is by International 
cooperation, under the auspices of organisations as it is UNIDO. 
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